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  Giorgio Armani My Way Eau de Parfum Refill 150ml
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	Price:	£9.9
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  Description

  MY WAY is a contemporary floral fragrance composed of the finest natural ingredients: Vanilla is sourced from Madagascar through an inclusive program that benefits local communities, while the Tuberose is harvested in India. In creating the notes, craftsmanship meets innovation, as the Tuberose heart is extracted using molecular distillation, allowing the perfumers to select the creamy, velvety facets tailor-made for MY WAY. The Orange blossom note is extracted in Egypt using an innovative, exclusive and entirely natural enfleurage process, whose cold extraction method infuses the Orange flowers in Orange essence. The artisanal approach finally translates in the manual weighing and blending of the fragrance’s concentrate in Grasse creates pure, highly-refined notes with enhanced radiance and naturality. Each format of MY WAY – 30, 50 or 90 ml – is designed to be unscrewed and refilled at home with the same refill bottle. The MY WAY refill is a 150ml bottle sold in a (cellophane-free!) box. The enveloping vibrant base of the composition. Vanilla is sourced through a sustainable and responsible program designed to support local communities in Madagascar. Exemplifying Giorgio Armani beauty’s commitment to the environment, the MY WAY bottle reinvents fine fragrance for a more sustainable future. Created with an innovative and seamless refill system, with all its components recyclable, MY WAY ‘s bottle makes it effortless to both reduce waste and recycle more.
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        Delivery & Returns

        
            
    
        Dispatched within 2 days
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                    FREE
                    
                    
                        
                         - 3-5 days Delivery
                    
                    

                    
                        - FREE
                        
                    
                    
                

            


        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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    Our customers say
    Great
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        out of 5 based on
        40 747 reviews
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                    Fruugo in other countries

                    	Australia
	Austria
	Bahrain
	Belgium
	Canada
	China
	Czechia
	Denmark
	Egypt
	Finland
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	Germany
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	Italy
	Japan
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	New Zealand
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	Saudi Arabia
	Singapore
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	South Africa
	South Korea
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	Sweden
	Switzerland
	Turkey
	United Arab Emirates
	United Kingdom
	United States
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            We use cookies on our websites. You are free to manage this via your browser setting at any time. For more information see our cookie policy.
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